Growing Inclusive Markets in
Eastern Europe and the CIS
Success Stories

Growing Inclusive Markets


The goal: To build more inclusive markets in Eastern
Europe and the CIS.



Activies:


Tackling the barriers to making markets work for the poor.



Applying the existing knowledge in 4 countries of Eastern
Europe and CIS through inclusive business models.



Representing a guideline for others to implement the inclusive
business models.

Growing Inclusive Market Projects
Bosnia and Herzegovina

Kazakhstan

Kosovo

Uzbekistan

Boletus project

Syrmak project

Poultry Farm

Handicraft project

Brovis Chicken project

Retail Union project

Sheep Wool Farming project

Milk Collection Project

BH craft project

Environmental Protection and
Economic Development in
One

Improving Fruits and
Vegetables Farming Business

Fair-trade of Sour Cherries

Deamwool Project

Workforce Development
Project

Solar Greenhouse Heating
project

Project with Koliba Company

Farmers Market Project

Mumami Project

Financial Partnership with
Poultry Farmers

Paper collection project
Plastic Collection

Bosna and Herzegovina

Deamwool Project: Multi-Partnership for
a Common Goal
The goal


To utilize the unused wool
because of thickness in Bosnia and
to eliminate the pollution that
unused wool creates

The activities


The companies Heratex
and Orecapital together
with Deamwool signed a
letter
stating
their
ambition to establish a
new company in Bosnia
and Herzegovina.



UNDP regional team
approached to Deamwool,
an Austrian producer of
wool isolation materials.

Deamwool Project: Challenges and
opportunities ahead
The achievements






UNDP
also
facilitated
the
establishment of contact with
Austrian Development Agency
(ADA).
ADA confirmed to provide
financial support to Deamwool for
setting-up joint venture company
in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Deamwool took the lead in
communicating with its Bosnian
counterpart Vitex Visoko.

The future aheads


The
wool
collection
and
manufacturing
inclusive
business
module has the potential to expand.



According to the Manager of
Deamwool it will create 50 new posts
and provide valuable training lessons
to local people.



It is predicted that all farmers from
Bosnia and Herzegovina will be
included into the value chain.



The isolation materials will be also
manufactured on spot and then
potentially exported to the EU and
the US.

Paper collection project: An old business module
with an innovative sustainable component
The goal

The activities



Identifying a potential niche
inclusive business module.

for



Alba and Natron-Hayat d.o.o. Maglaj are the
main companies in and Herzegovina that
deliver and manufacture the paper.



UNDP GIM regional team proposed
to offer poor people to collect paper
and deliver it to Alba which will then
supply it to the manufacture.



UNDP GIM regional team proposed to offer
poor people to collect paper and deliver it to
Alba.



The role of UNDP’s regional team is to
identify
unemployed
collectors
in
municipalities who are willing to collect paper.



Alba’s responsibility is to supply a baler to each
collector who is able to collect eight tons of
paper on monthly basis.



The bigger aim is to create functional
paper collection networks.



Balers are farm machines used to
compress crops into compact bales easy
to handle, transport, and store.

Paper collection project: Future potential
The achievements


The great potential of this
project is that poor people can
be connected with dealers of
used paper which have already
established their connection
with
paper
production
companies.



The success of this sustainable
project will also bring more
resources
ideally
from
international
donors
and
organizations.

The future aheads


The steps ahead include
convincing the local
municipalities to promote
paper collection through
the media.

Plastic Collection: From One Inclusive
Business Idea to Another
The goal


This project also aims at creating a culture
of sustainable living, which brings financial
benefits and environmental protection.



To promote plastic collection by involving
private companies, which expressed
interest in purchasing plastic with the work
of poor people.

The activies


UNDP GIM regional team identified a
paper collection business niche and
sent a broker to Bosnia and
Herzegovina.



Then, the UNDP broker met with
Omorika, one of the leaders in plastic
recycling in the country.


Students brought the plastic to
school from their home and Alba
company would take and deliver it
to the larger manufacturers.



Families and schools received some
part of the profit.

Plastic Collection: Future ahaed
The achievements

The future aheads



The team met with a paper
manufacturer and paper-supplier
and linked them to poor people.





The project was going very well
until the period when there was a
dramatic drop in the prices of
paper.





Such attitude will invite foreign
investors to fund other projects
and create a stable foundation for
growth.
UNDP and partners also expects
local media to promote the
collection of recycle materials and
encourage the youth to be more
active.
Other municipalities will be also
invited to participate in this
project and create a national
network.

Kazakhstan

Environmental Protection and Economic
Development in One
The goal




Semey has been facing serious
environmental challenges for many
years. Due to past activities,
including atomic tests, people
suffer
from
severe
health
problems.
The target is to provide source of
income to poor people by
establishing a system of separated
household and industrial wastes
and processing units in the city.

The activities


UNDP GIM Regional Project team
in Eastern Europe and CIS
formulated a waste separation
project for the region



PC Semey EcoProject company,
under
the
guidance
and
consultancy of UNDP, had initiated
separated waste collection system.



The system involves the people
who can earn additional income by
gathering the paper, plastic from
separate bins dedicated for
various types of wastes.

Benefits for everyone
The achievements


It solves the problem of solid
household wastes and reduces the
costs for separate ecological and
social programmes.



Kazakhstani
people
have
demonstrated great willingness to
improve the country’s ecology.



It is an example that the country can
change its approach towards the
environment
following
inclusive
business models.

The future aheads


The project is expected to reduce the
harmful effects on the environment,
human health, and provide income to
poor families.

Kosovo

Sheep Wool Farming project: Connecting the
Inclusive Dots in the Sheep Sector
The overall project


The goal is to improve the earnings for the poor
by selling their accumulated sheep wool to other
businesses – mainly to wool collecting sites



Farmers needs assistance from the Government
of Kosovo and the international donors in
providing professional machines in selecting and
cleaning the sheep wool.



Farms in Kosovo are being assisted through
advising and through help given in the creation of
the business chain values.



A Sheep farm “Qengji i Sharrit” had exported
around 120 tons of sheep wool that were sold to
companies in Turkey and Macedonia.

The GIM Kosova assisted:


Trained 500 sheep farmers



Established 6 collection centres


Gjilan/Gnjilane, Podujevë/Podujevo,
Mitrovicë/Mitrovica,
Rahovec/Orahovac, Prizren and
Dragash/Dragaš



Created business value chain



Distributed
equipment



Identified Rematex (A Turkish
company) as cooperating partner

shearing

guides

&

Sheep Wool Farming project: Connecting the
Inclusive Dots in the Sheep Sector
The achievements


The local sheep farmers now have
employment
opportunities, since
sheep farming does not require as
much capital investment or extensive
energy.



GIM offered match-making and
promotion of exchange of know-how
with Turkey-based companies to sheep
wool producers.

Improving Fruits and Vegetables Farming
Business: Planting the Inclusivity Seed
The Goal


To support farmers with services
regarding writing requests for
funds and donations.

The Activities


GIM Kosovo offered training and assisted in
preparing grant applications that were
submitted to various donors.



One of the applying projects - a strawberry
greenhouse- was granted over 90,000 USD
and is now being implemented.



Five modern greenhouses were installed,
which also include a ‘drop by drop’ irrigation
system.



Part of this project is also the installation of
the mini-composter, to be used for recycling
of the plants ‘remains, kitchen remains etc and
making them into compost.



6 Inclusive business models have been
identified for the vegetable and fruit planting

Improving Fruits and Vegetables Farming
Business: Planting the Inclusivity Seed
The activities


The project was implemented in two phases.
The first phase was composed of various activities, including the preparation of 29
applications to potential donors for the needs of the small vegetable and fruit
farmers, as well as the drafting of a sectorial study, business models,
recommendations, and trainings for farmers in 4 regions of Kosovo.

The second phase mainly focused on supporting the implementation of grants
already approved. The municipality of Skenderaj was chosen as a pilot area for the
implementation of the advisory services.

Farmers Market Project: An Inclusive
Farmers Market


The Goal


To help the poor farmers through an investment that would not only ignite the rise of
farmers’ incomes but also provide high quality organic food and other farming products.



This would also influence a higher consumption of food made in Kosovo by local farmers.



Otherwise farmers lose one third of their fresh products.



The objectives are


Provide income for 300 farmers



Offer diversity of products



Healthy and quality products



Access to quality food



Public-Private-Partnership

Farmers Market Project: An Inclusive
Farmers Market




“Farmers Market” is sought to
function and be managed by
the private sector using the
Public-Private-Partnership
(PPP).
Relations between the PPP
department and GIM Kosovo
have started after the interest
that the Ministry of Finance
and GIM have in the creation of
new jobs in Kosovo.



“Farmers Market” would offer

cold storage for agriculture
products, collection center for
products, packaging services
for fresh products, processing
or cooking.


Farmers sell seasonal products
and the idea here is


to create something that
would be a more advanced
traditional green market
where would be sold fresh
good for 12 months

Uzbekistan

Fair-trade of Sour Cherries
The Goal


To make the process of certification
according to Fairtrade system, which is
considered as complicated by the
companies in Uzbekistan, appropriate
for Uzbekistan.

The Activities


Fair- trade Certified




a model of the international
trade that ensures legal rights
of the producers, fair price
and the product produced
using environmentally friendly
technologies.

UNDP
dispersed
these
prejudice and assisted in linking
farmers with “Marap” company
large importer of the dried fruits
abroad.

Fair-trade of Sour Cherries
The Achievements




As a result of the cooperation between
‘Marap’ and farmers,


150 000 new fruits and nut trees are
growing now at the lands in the areas
with
unfavorable
environmental
conditions leased from the local
farmers.



500 low incomes families received
opportunities of additional income
generation

Almonds and dried sour cherries are the
first products from Central Asia that were
strictly checked for compliance to the
ethic standards and certified by the mark
“Fair-trade”.

Future Ahead


Successful example of the farmers
in certification of the products
raised the interest of farmers from
other districts in Tailak region.



It is expected that the project will
grow and include 1000 more
farmers willing to join the “Fairtrade system” within three years.

Solar Greenhouse Heating project
The Goal


To eliminate the problem that




Most of the green houses in Uzbekistan are not
energy efficient type constructions and
consumes high volume of natural gas and coal for
heating during cold season and do not allow
generating income from the greenhouses in
economically viable way.

There are 31297 greenhouses which cover
over 7000 hectares of land in Uzbekistan.

The Activities


UNDP jointly with GEF allocated
farmers
nine
grants
for
construction of the passive solar
greenhouses among 45 proposals.



The farmers in turn provide land
for construction EESG and grow
crops.



All the interested farmers and
entrepreneurs can look at the
greenhouse and borrow the
technologies.

Solar Greenhouse Heating project
The Achivements




The project contributes to the
primary
target
of
income
generation by the farmers and to
gender empowerment.
The overall beneficiaries comprise
25% of total population and are
now able to consume fresh
vegetables.

Future Ahead


They are expected to make significant
improvement in the long run on
health and quality of life.



Due to simplicity of technologies the
project can be easily adapted by other
farmers to run passive solar
greenhouse.



Further dissemination of solar
greenhouse technology might be an
excellent model for replication and
inclusion of more people to the value
chain.

